3.07 Billie Faircloth

Crafting Impact
Partner, KieranTimberlake
Portman Prize Studio Critic Lecture
Reinsch-Pierce Family Auditorium
3:30pm

3.14 Brian Bell & David Yocum

New & Improved!
Professors of Practice, School of Architecture
Piedmont, BLDG 55
AtlantaPracticesLecture
Reinsch-Pierce Family Auditorium
3:30pm

3.29 Marion Weiss & Michael Manfredi

Drifting Symmetries
Co-Founders, WEISS/MANFREDI
Design Atlanta Lecture in Collaboration with MODA
Parn Theatre at the Woodruff Arts Center
7:00pm

5.09 Ingrid Rowland

Dox: Vitruvian Matter?
Professor, School of Architecture, University of Notre Dame
Academy of Medicine Lecture
Academy of Medicine
6:00pm

3.30 Disrepair, Repair & Maintenance Symposium

How do disrepair, maintenance, and repair figure in design, planning, and the built environment? Symposium from a number of disciplines -- Architecture Research and Law (AUR); Jane Davis (Geography); Yves-Jean (Ethics); and others -- will explore issues of disrepair, maintenance, and breakdown from diverse disciplinary vantage points.
Organized by Sita Khan
Architecture diversity, College of Design
School of Architecture
10:00am - 5:00pm

3.13 ConCAVE 20x20

Ph.D. candidates from across the College of Design, planning, and architecture present their research in 20-minute presentations. "Pecha Kucha" is a method of quickly presenting ideas using 20 slides that are set to 20 seconds each.
Organized by the School of Architecture
Ph.D. program, Georgia Tech
Hinman Cave
6:00pm - 8:00pm

3.07 - 2.28 Ventulett Chair Candidate Lecture Series

The Thomas W. Ventulett III Distinguished Chair in Architectural Design is intended to engage an exceptional practitioner with a record of international leadership and excellence in architecture to teach in the School and to develop significant initiatives to heighten the critical importance of design in the architecture, engineering, and construction industry, nationally and internationally.
The lecture series will feature Ventulett Chair candidates. More information about each lecture to come.

2.07 - 2.28 Ventulett NEXT Fellow Candidate Lecture Series

The Ventulett NEXT Visiting Fellow is in a new initiative in the School of Architecture intended to promote and support the study of design, technology, and research that merges design, technology, and culture.
The lecture series will feature Ventulett NEXT Fellows candidates. More information about each lecture to come.

1.22 - 3.09 Necessary Tomorrows: Afrofuturism & Design
Curated by: Mark Cottle
School of Architecture
Stubbins and Cohen Galleries

1.22 - 3.09 ULI Hines
Competition Entries
Curated by: Ellen Dornach-Jones
School of Architecture
Cohen Gallery

3.14 - 4.21 Mark Boggio & Merrill Elam:
Mexitcowntown, A Liminal Blur
Curated by: Mark Boggio and Merrill Elam
School of Architecture
Cohen Gallery

3.30 - 4.18 Maintenance & Repair in Architecture & Design
Curated by: Sita Khan
School of Architecture
Cohen Gallery

4.23 - 4.30 Ph.D. Research in the College of Design
Curated by: Thomas Economou
School of Architecture
Cohen Gallery

4.27 School of Architecture: End of the Year Student Show
Curated by: Students in the School of Architecture
Hinman Building

5.03 - 8.24 School of Industrial Design Launchpad
Curated by: Joyce Medina
School of Industrial Design
Stubbins Gallery

3.13 Marc Boggio & Merrill Elam: Mexicantown, A Liminal Blur Curated by: Mark Boggio and Merrill Elam School of Architecture Cohen Gallery 3.30 - 4.18 Maintenance & Repair in Architecture & Design Curated by: Sita Khan School of Architecture Cohen Gallery 4.23 - 4.30 Ph.D. Research in the College of Design Curated by: Thomas Economou School of Architecture Cohen Gallery 4.27 School of Architecture: End of the Year Student Show Curated by: Students in the School of Architecture Hinman Building 5.03 - 8.24 School of Industrial Design Launchpad Curated by: Joyce Medina School of Industrial Design Stubbins Gallery 4.27 School of Architecture: End of the Year Student Show Curated by: Students in the School of Architecture Hinman Building 5.03 - 8.24 School of Industrial Design Launchpad Curated by: Joyce Medina School of Industrial Design Stubbins Gallery